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Initial Visit & Treatment Plan             Amount 
 
Oral Evaluation, Prophylaxis, Fluoride treatment, Facility Visit 
This initial visit includes a comprehensive oral evaluation, prophylaxis/debridement,          $235 total 
fluoride treatment, and facility visit. Following this initial evaluation, a thorough                         for 1st visit  
assessment of the condition of the mouth and treatment plan of recommended  
services listed below will be conducted and discussed with the responsible party. 

 
Description of Services 
 
Comprehensive Oral Evaluation 
A comprehensive oral evaluation includes: oral cancer screening, charting of existing            $40 
and restorations, evaluation of decay, screening for infection and periodontal 
disease (which includes periodontal pocket measurements and mobility.)  
 
Prophylaxis/Debridement 
A prophylaxis is teeth cleaning in a relatively healthy mouth.  It includes the removal             $120 
of plaque and tartar on teeth.  This is done with a Cavitron or power instrument and 
redefined with hand instruments. It is usually finished with a polishing to remove stain.   
 
Root Planning 
This is a non-surgical approach for the treatment of periodontal disease.  Large amounts             $200 per  
of bacteria in the mouth will cause infection. Early infection will have little or no symptoms,            quadrant 
however, symptoms of more serious infection include bad breath, gum discomfort & pain,  
tooth sensitivity, and loose teeth.  Signs of infection include, bleeding, exudate, pocket 
depths of over 4 millimeters, and the accumulation of tartar & plaque (bacteria) below the 
gumline.  Root Planning is a non-surgical option to reduce such infection.  It is necessary to 
spend more time to clean the tartar, bacteria, and infected tissue.  This can be done with a  
topical anesthetic and is normally done with the sections or quadrants on multiple days for  
patient comfort. 
 
Periodonatal Maintenance 
After the root planning procedure, it is necessary to keep the bacterial plaque at a minimum               $150 
with periodontal cleanings every 3-4 months.  A prescription strength antibacterial mouth 
wash is applied during the Cavitron scaling.  Hand-scaling and polish finish the procedure. 
 
Application or Fluoride 
An application of Fluoride is recommended to prevent cavities and reduce teeth sensitivity.   $25  
Fluoride is extremely important for adults with dry mouth.  Seniors are especially susceptible 
To this due to the many prescriptions they take, which can dry the oral tissues.  The combination  
of medications and naturally occurring loss of saliva with aging will help to cause cavities and 
gum infections. 
 
Facility Visit 
A facility visit charge is assessed to cover the costs of transportation, set-up and use of the facility.  $50 
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